THE AURICLE WINE LIST
The Auricle is the world’s only “oenosthetic” wine bar, whose profits go to
support its sonic art gallery. Its wine list is curated to complement the current
exhibition, with wines matched to the specific sonic works playing in the
gallery and the bar’s playlist. The dense and grainy tones that characterise
many of the works in this month’s group show, have inspired this selection of
richly textured and robustly flavoured wines.

GENERAL WINE LIST
SPARKLING

Ca’ Di Rajo ‘Lemoss’ Frizzante, Italy NV
A delicious dry unfiltered prosecco with a crisp palate of apple, pear and citrus
and gently yeasty undercurrent
glass / $12

Recommended wines with selected works from London: A Sonic
Fragment

WHITE

The Supernatural Sauvignon Blanc 2013

Pegasus Bay Waipara Chardonnay 2012
This complex local Chardonnay with its notes of flint and nut, possesses both
the intensity to work with the density of Wall to Wall, and zesty grapefruit
acidity that propels it across the palate at a similar tempo
glass / $14

bottle / $38

An opulently textured Hawke’s Bay Sauvignon that combines notes of herb,
lime, guava, flint and spice
glass / $10

bottle / $43

bottle / $57

Wittman Trocken Rheinhessen Riesling, Germany 2013
The Don Martinborough Pinot Gris 2014
An intriguing “orange” hued Pinot Gris with peachy fruit and a lightness and
lifted fennel aromatics that match the rhythms of Untitled (Translation 1),
while the structure gained from its fermentation with its skins complements
the bassier elements of the work
glass / $11

bottle / $43

Mustiguillo “Mestizaje” El Terrerazo , Spain 2012
Redolent of exotic star anise spice and incense, the voluptuously rich, ripe
blackberry and blackcurrant fruit if this concentrated Spanish red blend makes
a powerful combination with sub-bass frequencies of National Grid
glass / $13

bottle / $51

Tasting flight of all three wines (50cl pours) - $15

Fabulously fresh and dry Riesling with apricot fruit and mineral edge from this
top biodynamic Westhofen winery
glass / $11

bottle / $46

Domaine Bruno Lupin Cru Frangy Roussette de Savoie, France 2013
Pear, gingerbread, spice, honey and hint of nougat notes combine in a rare and
delicious wine made from a grape indigenous to France’s Savoie region
bottle / $52

RED

Santa Ana Reserve Mendoza Malbec, Argentina 2013

BEER, SOFT DRINKS & FOOD

Full-bodied with velvety dark fruit and attractive notes of spice
glass / $9

bottle / $35

Fancrest Waipara Pinot Noir 2010
A dense and rich local biodynamic Pinot Noir with supple plum and back cherry fruit,
hints of spice and earthy undercurrent
glass / $12

bottle / $49

Umathum Zweigelt, Neusiedlersee, Austria 2011
Fine example from a leading Austrian biodynamic estate of this indigenous red variety,
that’s full bodied with elegant cherry fruit and notes of peppery spice and chocolate
bottle / $52

BEER
Cassel’s Real Ale (pint / half pint)
Golden Eagle Coalface Stout (500ml)
Golden Eagle Pale Ale (500ml)
Bannockburn Killarabbit IPA (330ml)
Harringtons Rogue Hop Pilsner (330ml)
Stoke 2Stoke (330ml)

$10 / $5
$12
$10
$10
$7
$6

FILTER COFFEE
Baklava

$4
$4

SOFT DRINKS
I’m Pressed Sparkling Granny Smith Apple Juice
I’m Pressed Still Fuji Apple Juice
Lime and soda

$5
$5
$3

FOOD
Platter of fine meats and cheeses

$18

with fresh crusty bread

Platter of fine cold meats

$15

with fresh crusty bread

Platter of fine cheeses

$15

with fresh crusty bread

Real Ale Platter

$10

with fresh crusty bread

Vegetarian mezze

$15

with vine leaves, hummus and preserved vegetables

Bowl of Olives or Nuts

$4

All profits from The Auricle Wine and Sound Bar go to the Cantabrian Society of
Sonic Artists Inc. for the running of the venue and its sonic arts gallery
www.auricle.org.nz

